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Readers' forum : Used car?
When is a company car unavailable for tax purposes?

My client is in dispute with HMRC over whether a car was available to a director who holds a
small minority of the shares in a family-owned company. For many years he has used an
expensive car for which the benefit in kind had been properly declared on form PIID and all tax
and National Insurance paid. Then the company decided that the tax cost of providing the car
was too high and withdrew the benefit.

An agreement was drawn up in writing forbidding the director from using the car. He returned the
keys which were put in a safe to which he did not have access. The car was parked permanently
outside the director’s home, which was in a private estate with security gates. The company did
not sell the car until after a SORN notification was made confirming that the vehicle had been
taken off the road.

HMRC maintains that the car was available to the director throughout the period until it was sold.
It says that the absence of an MOT certificate would not have prevented the car being taken by
truck to an off-road location to be driven. HMRC quoted the guidance in the Employment Income
Manual at EIM25175 in support of this. Although I can see that this would be relevant if, say,
there was a delay in renewing the MOT, this case is very different. The car was permanently
without an MOT and was eventually sold still without a certificate.

There is no doubt that there was a genuine withdrawal of the car and that it was not then used. It
could have been sold immediately, but this was not seen as a priority for the business. Clearly,
there are different elements to the availability test, but I would be interested in readers’ views on
whether HMRC’s view that the lack of an MOT certificate is irrelevant.

Query 19,139 – Carman.

 

Reply by Elman Wall Tax Team

Although it can be agreed that the lack of an MOT certificate or road tax is irrelevant for current
purposes, as stated in the Employment Income Manual at EIM25175, the existence of a SORN
is relevant and appears to have been completely ignored by HMRC. The SORN is not simply a
lack of road tax; it is an official declaration that the car is off the road and does not require taxing,
– and often negates the requirement for insurance too.

Further, EIM25175 gives no context as to why the lack of road tax or an MOT are not deciding
factors in a vehicle being unavailable. It does, however, state that, if there is no road tax or MOT
and this has resulted in the car being ‘withdrawn’ from the employee, the benefit can be reduced
accordingly. It then refers to EIM25105, which again offers little context and only the ordinary
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dictionary definition of ‘available’ in contrast to various stipulations about unavailability are put
forward. The status here seems to rely on the facts of the situation, which would support
Carman’s client’s case.

At EIM25170, the manual goes further to state that HMRC will accept that a car is unavailable if
the employee has no access to the keys. It will be necessary to show that the employee did not
have authority to obtain the keys from whoever controlled them (presumably not as a minority
shareholder), although this may be difficult with a family-operated business. It is therefore
necessary to establish the location of the safe in which they keys were withheld from the
employee and on what conditions he did not have access. Further opposition from HMRC may
arise by the car being left at the employee’s home, particularly if this is where it has always been
kept when the benefit was assessable.

It may also be possible to introduce some assistance on interpretation in looking at the history of
VAT input tax recovery – typically blocked for cars with any availability for personal use. In CCE
v Elm Milk Ltd [2006] STC 792, a taxpayer was able to defend a VAT recovery on the basis that
private use of the car was prohibited, as evidenced with a board minute. The car was not kept at
the director’s home but was stored just 50 yards away. Further, this proximity was not a
pervasive factor in determining availability for private use. Although the defining conditions for
input tax recovery are slightly different from those applied to employment income, and use and
availability are not directly comparable, the main parallels here are the facts that the company
took steps to document the prohibition of private use on the vehicle and the director also had
another vehicle available to them.

That said, the SORN was correctly in place and HMRC’s argument that transportation of the car
by a third party would enable its use could be considered far-fetched. Therefore, it is definitely
worth Carman standing his ground with HMRC. 

 

Reply by Steve Kesby

I agree with HMRC that a lack of an MOT certificate does not prevent a car being (and having
been made) ‘available’ for private use (by reason of the employment). However, I also agree with
Carman that the absence of an MOT, when taken together with the other facts, shows that the
car is not so ‘available’.

Before even considering whether the car is available for private use, the first test that needs to
be met is that the company must have made it available to the employee (see the Employment
Income Manual at EIM23200). In this case, the company has formalised the fact that it is not
made available in the form of the agreement to which Carman has referred.

As a result of this agreement, the initial test in ITEPA 2003, s 114(1)(a) is not met. Although the
point at issue differs slightly (general availability rather than a prohibition on private use), this sits
squarely with the decision in Gilbert v Hemsley 55 TC 419 (see EIM23405).

Further, notwithstanding that the car was kept at the director’s home address, he did not have
access to the keys to enable him to use the vehicle. This aspect is noted, in particular, at
EIM25170 as being circumstances in which HMRC will accept that a vehicle is not ‘available’.

On the facts given, I cannot see a tribunal reaching a decision other than that the car ceased to
have been made available when the agreement was entered into and the keys were handed
over, so no benefit can arise after that time.
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